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Logical questions 
How hard is it to give the answers? 

23 August 2014 

1.  How hard it is to synchronize different clocks? 

 

 

2.  Why do we need time synchronization? 

3.      How can we achieve time synchronization? 
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Outline 
Try to give logical answers… 

 Research motivation 

 Biologically-inspired computing 

 Firefly-inspired synchronization  

 Results from the laboratory setting – the Borg 

 Conclusion & future directions 
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 In distributed systems each node has its own internal clock and its 
own notion of time 
 

 In practice these clocks drift apart  

 accumulating errors over time 
 

 Global notion of time is prerequisite for: 

 common resource sharing (e.g. channel) 

 depend events tracking (e.g. consistency  

 of distributed databases) 

 simultaneous events detection (e.g. data collection) 
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Problem 
No global notion of time  
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Time synchronization 
Different algorithms 

 Time synchronization provides a common time scale for 

local clocks of nodes in distributed systems 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

B. Sundararaman, U. Buy and A. D. Kshemkalyani: Clock synchronization for wireless sensor networks: A Survey, Ad Hoc Networks 3, pp. 281-323 (2005) 
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Biologically-inspired computing 
Biology applied in distributed systems 
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Investigating a natural phenomenon  
Firefly synchronization 
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McDermott, 1916 

Hudson, 1918 

Gudger, 1919 
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“Some of the published explanations are more 
remarkable than the phenomenon itself…” 
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Smith, 1935 

First decade of biological research conducted on fireflies 

Suppose that in each insect there is an equipment that functions 
thus: when the normal time to flash is nearly attained, incident light 
on the insect hastens the occurrence of the event. In other words, if 
one of the insects is almost ready to flash and sees other insects 
flash, then it flashes sooner than otherwise. On the foregoing 
hypothesis, it follows that there may be a tendency for the insects to 
fall in step and flash synchronously.  Richmond, 1930 
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Buck's research conducted on fireflies 
John Buck (1912 – 2005) & Elisabeth Mast Buck (1912 –  ) 
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J. Buck and E. Buck: Photic signaling in the firefly photinus greeni. Biological Bulletin 142, pp. 195-205 (1972) 
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 In 1988 Buck put forward two synchronization models: 
phase-advance and phase-delay models 

 

 

 

 

Modeling a natural phenomenon  
Firefly synchronization 
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J. Buck: Synchronous Rhythmic Flashing of Fireflies. II. The Quarterly Review of Biology 63 (3), pp. 265--289 (1988) 
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 If oscillators are not coupled, their state variables change 

following only their own excitations 

 

 

 

 xi(t) – state variable zi value at time t 

 f(φi) – excitation evolution of  

 oscillator i 

 ti
* – time when oscillator i flashes 
 

R. E. Mirollo and S. H. Strogatz. Synchronization of pulse-coupled biological oscillators. SIAM J. Appl. Math. 50: pp.1645-1662 (1990) 

Pulse coupled oscillators model 
One firefly 
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 If oscillators are coupled, state variable 

    zi is adjusted upon the reception of  

    flashes from the others 
 

 

 

εi,j – coupling constant 

 

 

 

 

R. E. Mirollo and S. H. Strogatz. Synchronization of pulse-coupled biological oscillators. SIAM J. Appl. Math. 50: pp.1645-1662 (1990) 

Pulse coupled oscillators model 
Two fireflies 
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 Mirollo and Strogatz assumed that the coupling constant εi,j  was 

equal for all oscillators  

 

 and if the function                            was smooth, monotonically 

increasing and concave down 

 

 then a set of fully connected oscillators would always converge to 

synchrony for any arbitrary set of initial conditions  

Fireflies in North America, like so many North American sorts of 
things, tend to be independent operators. They ignore each other. 
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Strogatz, 2004 

R. E. Mirollo and S. H. Strogatz. Synchronization of pulse-coupled biological oscillators. SIAM J. Appl. Math. 50: pp.1645-1662 (1990) 
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 Pulse coupled oscillators model assumptions 

oscillators are connected in a fully-connected network 

oscillators cannot join or leave the network nor change their 
positions in the network (i.e. no mobility) 

no oscillators with a faulty behaviour that desynchronizes the 
network 

oscillators are the same (i.e. have same frequencies) 

no delays in the message exchange among oscillators 

Pulse coupled oscillators model 
Limitations 
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Forms of time synchronization 
Real synchrony 
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 Frequency locking 

 oscillators run at approximately the same intrinsic 

frequencies, but that differences between their state variables 

values are not constant because of frequency fluctuations 

 

 Synchronization window 

 maximal difference between all oscillator state variable values 

at the moments when they “fired” 

Forms of time synchronization 
Frequency locking 
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Synchronization window 
Frequency locking 
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synchronization 

window width 
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Biologically-inspired computing 
Biology applied in distributed systems 
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The Borg 
Collection of species 
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 We are the Borg.  

 Lower your shields and 

surrender your ships. 

 We will add your biological and 

technological distinctiveness to 

our own.  

 Your culture will adapt to 

service us.  

 Resistance is futile. 
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Heterogeneous distributed systems 
Machine-to-Machine systems 
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Implementing PCO in real-world environments 
Everything is perfect until it isn't 

23 August 2014 

 

 Libelium Waspmotes 

 10 sensors 

 6 Xbee modules fully-

connected 

 2 Xbee + Bluetooth 

modules acting as 

gateways between two 

networks 

 2 Bluetooth modules 

connected to “gateways” 
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Synchronization code  
Sensors with different communication modules 

23 August 2014 

int MAX_STEPS = 20; 
int step = 0; 
 
void loop() { 
 
    step += 1; 
    
    if(receiveBlinks())  { 
        step += 1; 
    } 
   
    if (step >= MAX_STEPS)  
    {    
        sendBlink(); 
                 
        Utils.setLED(LED0, LED_ON);  
        delay(2000); 
        Utils.setLED(LED0, LED_OFF); 
 
        step = 0; 
    } 
} 
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Communicating using Bluetooth modules  
How to create BT connection? 
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void setup() 
{ 
      while (connected == false && connectCounter < 5)  
      { 
         if (BT.createConnection("0003190D0D9C", "02") == 1)  
         { 
             connected = true; 
             connectCounter = 0; 
             USB.println("Connection established \n"); 
         }  
         else  
         { 
             connectCounter++; 
             USB.println("Connection not established \n"); 
         } 
     } 
 } 
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Achieving synchronization 
How to collect distributed data? 
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Unsuccessful synchronization 
Different  synchronization cycle length 
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Mechanism for dynamic frequency adjustment 
The main idea 
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a) time synchronization cycle length in theory 

b) time synchronization cycle length in reality 

c) time synchronization cycle length after the proposed mechanism for 

dynamic frequency adjustment was used 

I. Bojic:  Self-organizing Synchronization in Machine-to-Machine Communication Systems Based on a PCO Model, PhD thesis, 2013 
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Successful synchronization 
Mechanism for dynamic frequency adjustment 
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Synchronization precision 
Not comparable with other mechanisms 
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 Implementation of the PCO model on Waspmotes 

 approximate precision of 48 milliseconds 

 implemented on app layer - Waspmote platform (frequency 8 MHz) 

 Bluetooth     receiving  40 - 60 milliseconds    sending  up to 300 milliseconds 

 Xbee               receiving  10 - 20 milliseconds    sending  10 - 20 milliseconds 
 

 Reference Broadcast Synchronization 

 approximate precision of 30 microseconds 

 implemented on physical layer - Berkeley Mica2 (frequency 10 MHz) 

 time needed for sending and receiving messages 0 do 100 milliseconds 
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Time synchronization 
Different algorithms 

 Time synchronization provides a common time scale for 

local clocks of nodes in distributed systems 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

B. Sundararaman, U. Buy and A. D. Kshemkalyani: Clock synchronization for wireless sensor networks: A Survey, Ad Hoc Networks 3, pp. 281-323 (2005) 
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Attackers are possible 
Is this algoritam truly robust enough? 
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Attackers are possible 
Is this algoritam truly robust enough? 
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I. Bojic:  Self-organizing Synchronization in Machine-to-Machine Communication Systems Based on a PCO Model, PhD thesis, 2013 
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Machine-to-Machine Systems are enormous 
Is this algoritam truly scalable enough? 
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Mechanism for selective coupling  
Implemented on the sender side 
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I. Bojic:  Self-organizing Synchronization in Machine-to-Machine Communication Systems Based on a PCO Model, PhD thesis, 2013 

 Set a thresholdSyn value that is used as an indicator whether 

to send synchronization messages or not 
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 Quality measure 

 
 

 ts – synchronization 

time scaled to [0, 1] 

 nt – network traffic 

scaled to [0, 1] 

 alpha – which of those 

two values is more 

important to reduce 

 

Quality measure  
Quickly achieve synchronization and exchange a few messages 
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I. Bojic:  Self-organizing Synchronization in Machine-to-Machine Communication Systems Based on a PCO Model, PhD thesis, 2013 
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Future work (I) 
Research challenges  
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 Better representation of M2M systems in simulations 

 interdependent networks 

 multilayer networks 

S. V. Buldyrev, et al. Catastrophic cascade of failures in interdependent networks, Nature 464, 1025-1028 (2010)  
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Future work (II) 
Research challenges  
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 Better understanding of links between mathematical and 

physical models, simulations and real-world 

environments 

 interpreting mathematical and physical models 

 understanding their limitations 

 translating models into algorithms 

 implementing algorithms into simulated environments 

 implementing algorithms into real-world environment 
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Future work (III) 
Research challenges  
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 Perhaps skip the steps described on the previous slide by 

using digital evolution 

 form of evolutionary computation 

 population of self-replicating computer programs exists in a 

user-defined computational environment  

 subject to instruction-level mutations  

 subject to natural selection 

D. Knoester and P. McKinley, Evolving Virtual Fireflies, Lecture Notes in Computer Science 5777, pp. 474-481 (2011) 
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Conclusion 
Photoshopped reality 
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 Programming for real-world devices is like watching 

Photoshopped picture of celebrities 

 everybody knows the reality  

    is different but most of the  

    time we just aren’t aware  

    to which extent 
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Questions? 
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